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AAIC 2021 Highlights – Hybrid Meeting

Social media activity decreases for AAIC’s 2021 compared to 2020

AAIC21

Using secondary desk research and rules-based search strings1, 7i Group conducted online social media listening
The hybrid nature of this year's congress shows a decrease in mentions across social media and online interaction compared with the virtual only
meeting in 2020. 7i Group believe this could be due to a combination of less engagement from virtual attendees and a focus on in person
networking for the first time since COVID-192.
The top 3 hashtags were the congress hashtag #AAIC21 and the Alzheimer’s community chat hashtags #ENDALZ (end Alzheimer’s Disease) and
#AAIC2021 (variation on the congress hashtag), which also decreased in 2021:
#AAIC20: 8683 (AAIC 2020) vs. 5411 (AAIC 2021)
#ENDALZ: 2170 (AAIC 2020) vs. 1607 (AAIC 2021)
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Specific hashtags used in virtual conversations3 have become popular for their respective Alzheimer’s community social media. Those who want to
follow, contribute and be involved in these Alzheimer’s specific chats should incorporate these specific hashtags into their posts.
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1. Rule-based search strings include: boolean logic, MeSH terms and key word searches
2. Mackenzie, G., Gulati, M. (2020) ‘ACC.20: Impact of social media at the virtual scientific sessions during the COVID-19 pandemic.‘ Clinical Cardiology, 43(9) pp. 944–948
3. Virtual conversations include: virtual chats, tweet chats, channel chats and community chats
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DISEASE BACKGROUND
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Dementia affects around 50 million people
worldwide, with nearly 10 million new cases
every year. Alzheimer’s disease is the most
common form of dementia, and may contribute
in 60-70% of cases1.
Treatment is currently targeted toward
symptomatic therapy, although trials are
underway that aim to reduce the production and
overall burden of pathology within the brain.
Although therapies targeting amyloid β have
been the focus for almost 30 years, the failure
of highly promising candidate drugs has led to
researchers turning their attention to tautargeting therapies2. Currently, most anti-tau
agents in clinical trials are immunotherapies,
with tilavonemab, semorinemab and
zagotenemab all at Phase II. The furthest antitau agent in development is
hydromethylthionine mesylate, at Phase III3.
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First of its kind research
first of its kind research
presented at AAIC into the
presented at AAIC into the
link between Alzheimer’s
link between alzheimers
and air pollution exposure
and air pollution exposure

This novel research sparked online conversation
as global warming and air pollution are current
hot topics. Some concern around the research is
understanding the true impact air quality has on
risk for dementia. Until the air improves, we
won't know this impact, however, the
conversation online acknowledges that improving
air quality is the responsibility of us all.
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Which company had the most mentions?

Biogen had the highest number of company mentions with the top story relating
to clinical data on an investigational Alzheimer’s disease treatment
Overall number of company mentions
at AAIC 2021 n=330
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When comparing companies mentioned at AAIC 2020, Lilly had the highest number of mentions (n=458)
with Eisai (n=69) and Roche (n=62) following with second and third highest, respectively
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Biogen mentions

Delving deeper into Biogen mentions from AAIC 2021 – Biogen and Ionis reported positive
topline clinical data on an investigational Alzheimer's disease treatment
The most discussed Biogen story surrounds its innovative new drug BIIB080. During AAIC 2021 Biogen presented Phase Ib data which
“demonstrated durable, robust, time and dose dependent lowering of tau protein in cerebrospinal fluid”
Biogen and Ionis shared optimistic responses surrounding the positive data.

"Biogen is deeply committed to the development of novel
treatments for patients with Alzheimer's disease”
"Biogen is encouraged by the results of this trial, and we look
forward to our continued research in future clinical studies with
this promising investigational asset."

1

“We are encouraged by the topline results from this study of BIIB080, which
demonstrate the potential of Ionis' antisense technology to successfully target what we
believe is a root cause of Alzheimer's disease. These study results support further
investigation of BIIB080 for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease and suggest that
antisense-mediated suppression of tau protein may be a feasible therapeutic approach
for other tauopathies."
1

During AAIC 2021 this story was shared the most online, however it failed to generate much online conversation of its own. 7i Group believe the
reason this story made so much noise, was due to the novel treatment successfully meeting its trial endpoints. Despite the positive results,
skepticism still remains as it is very early on in its development.
“The key question of whether reducing tau will modify the disease
course and slow cognitive decline has yet to be answered but these data
warrant exploring this in Phase 2”
1. 1. https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/biogen-and-ionis-report-positive-topline-clinical-data-on-investigational-alzheimers-disease-treatment-at-aaic-301341358.html?tc=portal_CAP
2. https://www.twitlonger.com/show/n_1srp4ua
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Biogen Mentions

Delving deeper into Biogen mentions from AAIC 2021 – There is a lot of controversy
surrounding Biogen’s Aduhelm (aducanumab) including FDA approval, pricing and trial equity
DRUG APPROVAL

Comments during AAIC 2021 regarding
Aduhelm raise questions and concerns
about the FDA approval given the efficacy
data and the publication withdrawal from
JAMA

DRUG PRICING

There was a negative sentiment online
about the pricing of Aduhelm, potentially
related to the comments around the
effectiveness and approval, with many
asking why is the drug so expensive?

TRIAL EQUITY

Conversations on Biogen’s symposium
regarding trial equity, suggest
researchers believe that pharma
companies need to do more to increase
diversity in clinical trials
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Hybrid online/in-person format was well received
OVERALL PERCEPTIONS

AAIC21
THE FUTURE OF AAIC
The hybrid nature of AAIC 2021 proved to be a
success with many people online praising its
format. Online conversations indicated that many
attendees look forward to the hybrid format
continuing in future years.

Positive feedback about the hybrid format of the congress as this allows both attendees and presenters alike to
attend/present virtually or in person, allowing global access with 12,000 registrants from 49% LMIC countries.
Overall sentiment: beneficial to keep hybrid format for future congresses giving greater accessibility
worldwide.

LMIC: Low- and middle-income countries

For further information on how we can assist you with online
and social media listening before and during congresses
• Check out our website at www.7i-group.com
• Contact us at info@7i-group.com

